
The STANDARD Broken Down

istory shows that an Australian native-bred broken-coated
terrier made its first appearance on the show bench in
Melbourne in 1868. An Australian Rough-Coated

Terrier Club founded in Melbourne in 1887 made the first
attempt at standardizing the breed and by 1896 a Standard
for the breed had been established. ln 1899, the breed was
exhibited specifically as "Australian Terriers, Bough-coated".
Thus the Aussie became the first Australian breed to be recog-
nized and shown in its native land. The photo below is that
of a Rough Coated Terrier first prize winner from 1889 at an
early Victorian Dog show*.

The standard is the ideal to which a dog is bred and judged.
It is the written description that defines the essence of breed
type: the characteristics which distinguish one breed apart
from others. Correct structure and body proportions, move-
ment, appearance and temperament are all included in the
Standard.

Breeds do change over time and standards are revised in an
attempt to add more detail than what appeared in the earlier
standards. While a breeder must apply the standard in their
breeding program, one has to beware of an incorrect interpre-
tation of the standard that leads to the loss of distinctive breed
characteristics. A breeder can also go wrong when deciding
that an aspect of the standard is no longer important, or that it
is too ditficult to achieve.
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byJane Tenor

Understanding the Australian Terrier Front

The first in a series of articles on understanding the American Breed Standard

There is terminology that must be learned if you are going to
have an understanding of the standard. The ATCA Judges
Education Committee uses the terminology from Harold R.

Spira's book"Canine Terminologf' (Cf). AKC also sites this
source for canine terminology. Why is this important? Dog
breeders, owners and judges can have a common reference
for defining the terms and how they are used as they relate to
dogs.

This series of articles will examine the standard and how form
follows function starting with the front.

Why start with the front? "ln any breed, the whole dog is hung
on its front end. How its neck is set, how its top-line is, all go
to the front." According to whom? Anne Rogers Clark.

What does our Standard say about the front?

It describes the forequarters as follows: Shoulders-Long
blades, well laid back with only slight space between the
shoulder blades at the withers. The length of the upper
arm is comparable to the length of the shoulder blade.
The angle between the shoulder and the upper arm is 90
degrees. Elbows-Close to the chest. Forelegs-Straight,
parallel when viewed from the front; the bone is round
and medium in size. They should be set well under the
body, with definite body overhang (keel) before them
when viewed from the side. Pasterns-Strong, with only
slight slope. Dewclaws-Removed. Feet-Small, clean, cat-
like, toes arched and compact, nicely padded, turning nei-
ther inward nor outward. Nails-Short, black and strong.
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The STANDARD Broken l)own
This is where the phrase "form follows function" comes into
play and a look at the history of where and why the breed was
developed is necessary.

While the Aussie was not developed for one specific purpose,
it did function in many different capacities: it is an all around
working terrier. The early settlers of Australia, as they ex-
panded the frontiers of their country developed a small, sturdy
terrier able to withstand a full day's work outdoors.

It had a weather resistant coat and was used to help control
rodents and snakes on the home front, waterfronts, farms,
sheep and cattle stations in the outback, sometimes tending
sheep, to sound an alarm when intruders appeared and to
be a companion. Today we see our dogs used not only as
companions but also participating in obedience trials, agility tri-
als, earth dog trials and tracking trials. Specimens in the show
ring must reflect these uses and functions.

The Aussie's ability to move effortlessly with reach and drive is
dependent upon correct structure of the bones and the
musculature. The skeletal framework of a dog's body serves
different purposes and these include: protection of vital
organs, containment (skull, ribs etc), levers for the attachment
of muscle, support of the body (femur, radius etc) as storage
for minerals and fat, and in the production of blood cells. Keep
in mind the muscles do the work and the better the angles the
less energy they have to expend to do the job.

Let us examine the lorequarters starting with the shoulder
layback. The layback of shoulder is the angle formed by the
shoulder blade (scapula) and the upper arm (humerus). The
shoulder blade slopes back away from the neck towards the
rear and ideally forms a 90-degree angle with the upper arm.
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Fig 1

Figure 1 illustrates the correct shoulder placement. ln this po-
sition the point of the elbow is directly beneath the withers and
the elbows are placed close to the chest.

Why does the shoulder need to be well laid back? Why should
the upper arm and shoulder blade be of equal length?

The 90-degree angle formed by the correct layback of the
shoulder and correct length of both the upper arm and shoul-
der blade allows for the maximum forward reach of the front
leg. The blade moves as an arc and with correct layback can
move freely fonvard with the upper arm and leg.

Reach is the distance covered in a stride and is determined
by a combination of the layback of the shoulder, the relative
length of the upper arm, shoulder blade and leg.
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The STANDARD Broken Down
With a short upper arm (not correct in the Australian Terrier)
the placement of the leg is moved forward, the leg is no longer
set well under the body and the dog will move with limited
reach. lt will take this dog many more steps to cover the same
distance as that of a well- angulated dog. Often you will see a
dog with this structure at a trot breaking gait because it cannot
move at the faster pace easily.
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The legs whether moving
at a trot or when jumping
off the couch take the
brunt of the impact on
landing. With the
straighter shoulder
angulation and/ or a
shorter upper arm, a dog
will land on its toes
instead of its pads and
the shock on impact will
be greater. This dog will
tire more easily. The well-
angulated dog lands on
the pads of the feet and
the shock is absorbed.

To assess the front
shoulder structure, place
your right hand on the
point of the withers (the
highest part of the shoulder blade). lf you are having difficulty
locating the withers, raise the front leg of the dog and you
should be able to more readily find the top blade. Place your
left middle finger on the point of shoulder (which is the junction
of the shoulder blade and the upper arm) and your thumb on
the elbow. The shoulder blade and upper arm should be of
equal length and the elbow should be below the withers.

A distinct structural feature of the Australian Terrier, visible in
profile, is the keel. The term keel refers to the shaped outline
or curve of the lower chest formed between the prosternum
and the end of the sternum (breastbone) and likened to the
bow of a ship.
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The prosternum is the forward most point of the breastbone
to which ribs are attached; it is also called the point of the
breastbone. This point is the start of the keel, which follows
the breastbone (sternum) to its end. lt is located in front of the
point of shoulder.

Lack of a prominent prosternum is usually the result of poor
front structure. According to Pat Hastings " Srnce a good pro-
sternum surface is necessary for proper muscle attachment,
which links the upper arm to the ribcage, a lack of prosternum
may result in a very loose forward motion".

The prominent forechest is a distinguishing feature of the
Australian Terrier.

The following are listed as Forequarter
FAULTS: Straight, loose and loaded shoulders.

The American Standard calls for a slight slope to the pastern,
which is different from that in standards of other countries.
The pastern is the region of the foreleg between the wrist
(carpus) and the foot. According to Spira "upright pasterns are
inadequate shock absorbers. Dogs so affected tire more eas-
ily and have a slightly shorter stride than those with normally
sloping pasterns'.
Fault: Down on pasterns.

The following books might be of assistance to those wanting to
learn more about structure and movement in dogs: McDowell
Lyon's The Dog ln Action, Rachel Page Elliott's Dogsteps,
Leon Hollenbeck's The Dynamics of Canine Gait and Pat
Hastings' Tricks of the Trade, Standard for the Australian
Terrier, 1988, as approved by The Australian Terrier Club of
America and in use by the American Kennel Club. r
*Historical photo from Pamela McDougall Douglas'The Australian Tenier
History & Origins.

lf you have questions, email Jane at: ilexarqsblglabaLncl
Your questions and answers will be published in the next
issue.

Next issue: The Rear
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The STANDARD Broken Down
Co*authored byJane Tenor & Ida Ellen Weinstock

The second article in a series of articles on understanding the American Breed Standard

Understanding the Australian Terrier Front, continued.

Why are we covering this ground again?

The front structure is considered the most difficult
part of the dog's anatomy to understand. Did you
realize that at least 60 percent of the dog's total
weight is supported by the tront structure?

ldeal Front Structure (Fig 1)

Note the 90 degree angle formed by the shoulder blade and
the upper arm of equal length; the elbow is directly under the
withers (top of the shoulder blade). Thus, the chest protrudes
in front of the forelegs, forming the protective forechest, an
important structure for our fearless hunters as they charge into
any and all rough terrain going after any and all game. They
are, after all,'intrepid hedge hunters...' The forechest protects
the heart and lungs, gives more support to the muscles holding
the front together and provides balance to the forequarters.
Bring to mind the prow of a small boat cutting through water or
an armor chest plate, curving forward in front of the body and
causing charging enemies' weapons to glance off to the side.
This last may be a bit of a stretch, but no one who has seen
the Aussie hunting, tearing through rough terrain, questions
its prowess and its need for the protection provided by the
forechest.
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And it is from the shoulders we move to the NECK: Long,
slightly arched and strong, blending smoothly into well laid
back shoulders.

Observe in figure 1 the angle at which the long neck emerges
from the body: forward as well as upward with a natural arch.
Correct length of neck, combined with correct shoulder lay-
back gives elasticity and strength to muscles of the neck.

This is turn gives greater flexibility of movement to the head.
Also note in Figure 1.The straight front leg, foot turning neither
in nor out and the slight slope of the pastern which gives
spring and flexibility.

I10 Degree Shoulder (Fig 2)

With this more upright shoulder, the neck emerges at a
steeper, straighter angle, has less natural arch and less mobil-
ity. The fit into the shoulders is not as smooth. Also note that
the legs are in a more forward position on the body, and there
is a lessening of the forechest. There is more strain on the
muscles, and the dog's stride will be shorter than one with
the ideal 90 degree angle. ln this illustration, the upper arm
and shoulder are of equal length and elbow is located directly
under the withers. However, the more open angle of this dog
will cause him to be a less efficient mover. His gait will be less
smooth and his stride will cover less ground.

Fig.l
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The STANDARD Broken Down

lrig" 3

Straight Front, Ewe Neck (Fig 3)

ln figure 3, the slight layback of shoulder combined with an
upright, short humerus (upper arm). The front legs are thus
forced into a forward position. The prominent forechest is
gone. The long neck fits into the shoulder at almost a right
angle, curving concavely and going upward. Also note the
convex curve on the underside of the neck (forward facing
side). This is called a ewe neck. Webster's defines ewe neck
as a "defect in a horse or a dog." Spira" describes it as "A
decided anatomical weakness..." lf measured, there would be
little difference in the circumference of this thin, tubular neck
at the top where it meets the head and at the bottom where it
rises at a steep angle from the shoulder. Spira also refers to
this as a concave neck and an upside down neck.

The slightly laid back shoulder combined with the short, almost
vertical upper arm greatly limits this dog's ability to move with
reach. He is forced to take short steps and could possibly
have a hackney gait.

Note also the lessening of the slope to the front pastern. This
is often seen on a dog with very straight front structure.

f:ig,'l

Upright Shoulder, Thick Neck (Fig 4)

ln figure 4. the dog has an upright shoulder blade and a
shortened upper arm forming a very open angle. His legs
are moved forward, no longer set well under the body. Thus,
the forechest is lost. Moving, this dog's forward motion is
limited. Great strain is put upon the muscles supporting the
shoulder and upper arm causing over development of the
muscles. This is known as loaded shoulders. ln motion, he
goes nowhere fast. Wasted energy in taking short steps, lack
of smooth gait, and bouncy topline are characteristic of dogs
with this structure.

The neck cannot fit smoothly into the muscle "loaded" shoul-
ders. Emerging from the shoulders at a steep angle, this
short, thick neck is limited in movement and lacks a natural
arch. The shortness of neck is emphasized by the uprightness
of the shoulder blade and the heavy muscles covering it.

A more in depth study of the muscles and their attachment
would require a deeper look than we can go into here. ln brief,
"the musculature of the canine cervical spine [vertebrae of the
neckl stabilizes the head, neck and thoracic spine [vertebrae
of the backl segment (Nickel et al. 1986); these muscles pro-
duce head movement, maintain posture and resist undesired
perturbations..."**

Text copyrighl2Ol2by lda Ellen Weinstock and Jane Tenor
lllustrations copyright 2012 by Jane Tenor and lda Ellen Wein-
stock. Use restricted without permission of the artists.

"Spira, Harold R. CanineTerminology. Watermark Press.
2001. Sydney, Australia.

** Shorir, Amnon; Milgram, Joshua; Shahar, Ron. Structural
and Functional anatomy of the neck musculature of the dog
(canis familiaris). Journalof Anatomy 2006 March; 208 (3):
33'1-351 .
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The STANDARD broken down
Co-authored by Ida Ellen Weinstock andJane Tenor

The Rearquarters, partl
Article Copyright lda Ellen Weinstock and JaneTenot 2Ol2.

lllustration: Pelvic bone and femur, Copyright lda Ellen Weinstock and JaneTenor 2012

This third article in the Standard series and the first on
the Rearquarters will cover the vocabulary of the rear.....

Our standard describes the Hindquarters: Strong, legs well angu-
lated at the stifles ond hocks, short and perpendiculor from the
hocks to the ground. Upper ond lower thighs are well muscled.
Viewed from behind, the reor legs ore stroight from the hip joints
to the ground qnd in the some plone os the forelegs.

What are the hindquarters? The hindquarters are the rear section
of the dog and include the pelvis, the hip joints (balls and sockets),
the upper thighs, the knee joints (the stifles) the lower thigh, the
hockjoint, the rear pastern, and the foot.

a.

b.

c.

d.
e. Tibia and fibula
f. Hock (joint)
g. Rear pastern

Why an article on just the "vocabulary" of the rear?

Well, when one reads about this part of the anatomy, we read
about things not mentioned in the standard, such as croup, ilium,
and ischium. And then, too, what are the hocks. . . a joint between
the lower thigh and the rear pastern, or the bone that comes down
from the lower thigh at the hock joint and attaches at the bottom
tothe foot? ln our standard, the hocks are the joints that attach
the rear pasterns, the bones which the standard further states are

short ond perpendiculor from the hocks to the ground and the
lower thigh. 5o, despite the fact that the term frequently is used
interchangeably for joint and bone, for this discussion we will use

hockto describe the joint and rear postern to describe the bones
located between the hock and the foot.
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Many equate rear angulation with the turn of the stifle. There are

actually three angles that along with length of bones have major
impact on the structure of the rear:

1. The angle formed between the topline and the top surface of
the pelvis from the uppermost part of the pelvis, the ilium, to the
lowest and furthest back part, the ischium, (pronounced iss key
um). This angle has been called the angle of the croup, the pelvic
angle and the angle at which the hip bone falls away from the
spinal column, the back. And this angle sets, to a large extent, the
angle at which the hindquarters function.
2. The angle formed at the stifle, the knee joint, which connects
the upper and lower thighs. One often hears the expression "well-
turned stifle." ln most cases it describes a correct angle formed by
the upper and lower thigh bones of equal length.
3. The angle formed between the lower thigh and the rear pastern

at the hock which sets the rear pastern perpendicular to the
ground in a natural stance. The phrase "hocks well let down" is, like
"well turned stiflei'a horse term. lt means that the hock joint is low
and the rear pastern thus short.

The croup, referred to in f . is the rear part of the topline above the
hindlegs.

The bones of the hindquarters are the pelvis, hip joint, femur,
patella, tibia, fibula, bones of the rear pastern, and phalanges. And
let's not forget the ischium.



The STANDARD broken down

the vocabula ry of the rear continued.......

Glossary

Acetabulum - the cup-shaped socket of the pelvis into which the
head of the femur fits.
Back - the vertebrae between the withers and front of the tail.
Croup - the rear part ofthe back, above the hind legs.

Drive - solid forward thrusting of the hindquarters, denoting sound
locomotion.
Femur - the bone of the upper thigh connecting to the pelvis at the
top and to the stifle at its bottom.
Femoral head - the ball-shaped top of the femur which fits into the
socket ofthe pelvis
Gait - the pattern of footsteps at various rates of speed, each pattern
distinguished by a particular rhythm and footfall. The usual gait used
in the show ring is the trot.
Hindquarters - the rear assembly, pelvis, thighs, hocks, rear pasterns,

and feet.
Hock - the joint on the hind leg between the lower thigh and rear
pastern.
Hocks well let down - hock joints close to the ground.
llium - or sacrum, the high forward section of the pelvis.

lschium - the rearmost section of the pelvis.

Lower thigh - the muscular region between the stifle and the hock
joint. Also called second thigh.
Moving close - when the hocks turn in and rear pasterns drop straight
to the ground and move parallel to each other.
Patella - the knee cap.
Point of the buttock - rearmost part of the ischium.
Rear pastern - the section of rear leg between the hockjoint above
and the foot below.
Stifle - the joint of the hind leg between the thigh and lower thigh;
the dog's knee.
Topline - the line of the back between the withers and the front of the
tail.
Turn of stifle - the angle made by the femur and the tibia & fibula,
which meet at the knee or stifle joint.
Sickle hocks - the angle of the hock is small and the foot is placed

forward of a straight line from the angle of the hock to the ground
when the dog is standing.
Upper thigh or thigh - the shank - the part ofthe rear leg between
the hip joint and the stifle.

Bibliography
Major source of Glossary: Weinstock, l. E. and Barnes, K. The Austrolian Terrier,

An lllustrated Clarificotion ofthe Standard (New Jersey, USA: The Australian Ter-
rier Club of America, 1994).

Outline of Australian Terrier used in first three illustrations: Weinstock, l. E and
Barnes,K. TheAustralianTerrier,AnlllustrotedClarificationoftheStandatd(C.
Coleman, M. Shoemaker, A. Samarotto, artistsl (New Jersey, USA: The Australian
Terrier Club of America, 1 994).

Parts of Pelvis

a. The ilium, largest and most forward part of the pelvis.

b. The ischium, rearmost part of the pelvis.

c. The acetabulum (pronounced oss so tob you lum), into which the
head of the femur fits.
d. The rearmost part of the ischium, which we will henceforth refer
to as the point ofthe buttock.
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The STANDARD broken down

This issue we ore going to focus on: SIZE, PROPORTION, SUBSTANCE

Size-Height 10-11 inches at the withers. Deviation in either direction is to be discouraged.

Proportion - The body is long in proportion to the height of the dog. The length of back from
withers to the front of the tail is approximately 1-1 1/2 inches longer than from withers to the ground.

White the length of the Aussie's back is 1 to t /z " longer thon the height from the withers to the ground, its oppearance of "long in proportion to
height" comes from the length of body formed by correct ongulotion of the front and reor assemblies ond the prominent forechest. There should
definitely be something, the prominent forechest, to put your hand on in front of the forelegs, ond something to put your hand on behind the tail:
the point of the buttocks or ischium, the rearmost bone of the pelvis, which should project well behind the insertion of the tail (indicoting more
length of the pelvic bone and better muscling in the croup.) The Australion Terrier does not present o squore outline.
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Substance - Good working condition, medium bone, correct body proportions, symmetryand
balance determine proper weight.

The Aussie is sturdy, neither fine nor heavy boned.

CORRECT INCORRECT
TOO FINE BONED
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